Nearby Galaxies and their
Black Holes
• Black Holes and Dark Matter
• Black Holes and Disks, Bars & Pseudo-Bulges
• Black Holes and Classical Bulges & Ellipticals
• Which Black Hole Correlation is the Tightest?
Ralf Bender and John Kormendy,
and the SINFONI-BH team:
Peter Erwin, Max Fabricius, Felix Klein, Nina Nowak,
Stefanie Rusli, Roberto Saglia, Jens Thomas

Do Black Holes Correlate With Dark Matter Halos?

vc ! 150 km s-1
see also Volonteri et al. 2011, astro-ph 1103.1644

Do Black Holes Correlate With Dark Matter Halos?
Ferrarese 2002, ApJ, 578, 90

The suggested MBH - MDM
correlation is based on this
correlation between outer
disk rotation velocity and
bulge velocity dispersion.
Almost all black objects at
Vcirc " 150 km/s contain bulges !
the bulges take part in the halodisk-bulge conspiracy and thus
Vcirc and # are correlated.

Best test to check whether
bulges or dark matter drive this
relation are Scd galaxies (with
nuclei) but no bulges or pseudobulges.

Do Black Holes Correlate With Dark Matter Halos?
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MBH ~ #4.4
almost all black
objects at
Vcirc " 150 km/s
contain bulges !
the bulges take part
in the halo-diskbulge conspiracy
and thus Vcirc and #
are correlated.
(circled points are
classical bulges)
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Note: IC 342 velocity
dispersion of Ferrarese
(77 km/s) replaced by
correct value of Boker et
al. (33 km/s);
likewise, M33 corrected
from 27 km/s to 20 km/s.

Black Holes do NOT correlate with dark matter halos!
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classical bulge

M! – !bulge correlation is
different for galaxies
with and without bulges:
For pure-disk galaxies,

pseudo-bulge

if !nucleus is surrogate for M!,
then M! does not correlate
with disk Vc;
if !nucleus is not surrogate for
M!, then M! demographics
are different for that reason.

no bulge

Kormendy & Bender,
Nature, Jan. 2011

Modern data the Vcirc - # correlation is anyway
not tight enough to imply co-evolution of black holes and dark matter.

Supermassive Black Holes do not correlate with galaxy disks.
Kormendy & Gebhardt, Texas Symp. 2001 .... Kormendy, Bender & Cornell, Nature 2011

Classical bulge
Pseudo-bulge
No bulge

,disk

Disks and Dark Matter halos
do not correlate with black holes,
while classical bulges and ellipticals do.
(more on that later ...)

What about pseudo-bulges and bars?
How are they correlated with black holes?

Note: pseudo-bulges are high-density, disky central components in

S+S0 galaxies that were grown out of the disk by “bar”-driven secular
evolution, not by major mergers (Kormendy & Kennicutt, ARAA 2004).
Thus, one may expect that barred galaxies and pseudo-bulge galaxies
show similar behaviour in the black hole-galaxy correlations. However,
note that barred galaxies and pseudo-bulge galaxies are not identical!

Do barred galaxies and pseudo-bulges fall below the MBH-! relation?

J. Hu (2008) concludes
that barred galaxies and
pseudo-bulges fall below
the MBH-# relation....
Greene, Ho & Barth (2008)
similarly find that MBH-#
is different for Es and
pseudo-bulges.

small caveat: could velocity
dispersions for bulges be
over-estimated due to the
presence of a bar?

(Note: pseudo-bulges and
bars are not the same!)

Graham (2008, 2009) also finds that barred galaxies fall below the MBH-#
relation of bulges and ellipticals.
Beifiori et al. (2009) challenge this result using a sample of 105 galaxies with
MBH estimated from HST STIS emission line-width (Sarzi et al. 2002 method).

Gueltekin et al.
(2009) found an
only small offset of
pseudo-bulges from
classical bulges.
Caveats were that
the sample was
small, not all bulges
were yet classified,
and some bulge
classifications were
uncertain.

Gueltekin et al. 2009

However, no offset
is found either with
the complete bulge
classification for all
Gueltekin objects
by Kormendy &
Bender (2011)
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Nowak et al. (2010) find evidence that in two-component bulges, black

hole mass may be better correlated with just classical bulge mass, not
the total bulge mass including the pseudo-bulge component.

Graham et al 2011: MBH and ! correlate in barred galaxies, but there seems to exist a
(small) offset to MBH-! of classical bulges. The offset depends on the adopted slope of MBH-!.

ellipticals, classical bulges, pseudo-bulges

,bulge

Kormendy, Bender & Cornell (2011) find that Black Holes do not correlate with

pseudo-bulges. Even after a careful decomposition the scatter remains large. They
suggest that there exist two modes of black hole growth related to different objects:

=> rapid merger driven BH growth leads to coevolution of Es and classical bulges
=> secular, slow growth of BH leads to NO co-evolution with pseudo-bulges/disks
see also Hopkins et al. (2006), Greene, Ho & Barth (2008), Orban de Xivry (2011), ...

In the bulge-elliptical sequence
disks

of Wirth & Gallagher (1984), Kormendy
(1985, 1987), and Sandage et al. (1985),
which corresponds to the merger or gasstellar sequence of Bender, Burstein &
Faber (1992), merger-driven

coevolution of bulges/Es and
black holes takes place.

disks

s
disk

In the spheroidal-irregular-disk
sequence major mergers are not
important (but other processes
like Sn-driven winds, stripping
etc) and black holes do not coevolve with galaxy properties,
their growth is determined by
secular, local processes leading
to lower black hole masses and
larger scatter.
Kormendy, Fisher, Cornell & Bender 2009,
see also John Kormendy’s talk here

Classical bulges and ellipticals
Which parameter correlates best with black hole mass?
(i.e. produces the smallest scatter in BH predictions)

When analysing the various correlations, one needs to
keep in mind the following potential limitations:

•

technical issues, e.g. LOSVD extraction (R. Houghton’s thesis),
IFU vs longslit (e.g. Cappellari et al 2010), ...

•

triaxiality and/or dynamically too restricted models (van den Bosch
& de Zeeuw 2010: MBH of NGC 3379 doubles with triaxial model)

• MBH too low if models do not include dark halo, in particular:

larger BH masses to be expected for luminous low density
galaxies. M87: MBH = 3.7e9 ! 6.7e9 (Thomas+Gebhardt 2009);
more objects in Schulze & Gebhardt 2010 and Rusli et al. 2011.

•

Unknown and unusual (?) central structure can affect mass,
e.g. M31: HST observations increased MBH by a factor ~1.5
(Bender et al. 2005) ! only cure is high spatial resolution, or,
possibly, superb S/N spectra which can show LOSVD peculiarities.

•

...

Thus, because of these systematic effects, it won’t be
easy to achieve a scatter below ~ 0.3 dex ... 0.2 dex.

M 87 integrated mass

M

!

= (6.4 ± 0.5) x 109 M"
= factor of >2 bigger than value in
Macchetto + 1997, ApJ, 489, 579.

M31 with HST: ACS U+B + WFPC2 I

M31 with HST: ACS U+B + WFPC2 I

cold hot

1” at M31 distance
0.05” at Virgo distance

When analysing the various correlations, one needs to
keep in mind the following potential limitations:

•

technical issues, e.g. LOSVD extraction (R. Houghton’s thesis),
IFU vs longslit (e.g. Cappellari et al 2010), ...

•

triaxiality and/or dynamically too restricted models (van den Bosch
& de Zeeuw 2010: MBH of NGC 3379 doubles with triaxial model)

• MBH too low if models do not include dark halo, in particular:

larger BH masses to be expected for luminous low density
galaxies. M87: MBH = 3.7e9 ! 6.7e9 (Thomas+Gebhardt 2009);
more objects in Schulze & Gebhardt 2010 and Rusli et al. 2011.

•

Unknown and unusual (?) central structure can affect mass,
e.g. M31: HST observations increased MBH by a factor ~1.5
(Bender et al. 2005) ! only cure is high spatial resolution, or,
possibly, superb S/N spectra which can show LOSVD peculiarities.

•

...

Thus, because of these systematic effects, it won’t be
easy to achieve a scatter below ~ 0.3 dex ... 0.2 dex.

Which bulge parameter is the best MBH predictor?

correlation of black hole mass with velocity dispersion and bulge luminosity, bulge
mass and concentration parameter for various samples (Novak, Faber & Dekel, 2006)

Burkert & Tremaine (2010) find that black hole mass correlates better with
globular cluster number (scatter~0.2dex) than with velocity dispersion!
but the sample is relatively small, see also Harris & Harris (2011)

MBH ~ EB0.6

Predictive power of an observable X for MBH. Except for the relations between
MBH and #MF or CRe, which are dominated by measurement errors, all other
relations show significant intrinsic scatter.
None of the the predictor variables X can predict BH masses to better than
0.3 dex or within a factor 2 (Novak, Faber, Dekel 2006). This is still true today.

Intrinsic scatter of MBH-! and MBH-LV relations (Gültekin & Nukers 2009)
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• The difference in fitting methodology is not the source of the difference in intrinsic
scatter estimates, but it is the difference in the samples.
• The scatter in MBH-! is ~0.31 for ellipticals, ~0.44 for all galaxies and larger for
spiral bulges (but the spiral sub-sample is small and pseudo-bulges are included).
• The scatter in MBH-LV is 0.38 for ellipticals.
• Graham et al. (2011) reach similar conclusions for MBH-! with a larger sample.
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The VLT-SINFONI Search for Supermassive Black Holes
Goals:

• Investigate extreme ends: high/low L,# objects
• Black holes in pseudo-bulges vs classical bulges
• Black holes in very luminous/core ellipticals
• Black holes in odd objects (e.g. compacts, mergers)
• Find constraints on BH formation/evolution models
• Estimate what is the best MBH predictor:
K-luminosity, mass, velocity dispersion or ?

Method:

• Use stellar kinematics in NIR (less dust-affected)
• use AO-assisted SINFONI@VLT (more light-

collecting power than HST, FWHM~0.1” achievable)
• combine with longslit or 2D (e.g.SAURON) kinematics
• model with axisymmetric Schwarzschild-method 25

The SINFONI Black Hole Sample

Up to now, good black masses exist for only 50+ galaxies.
We add another ~30 exploring dusty and extreme objects.
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A compact classical bulge: NGC 1332
=> velocity dispersion is a
better predictor for black hole
mass than bulge luminosity or
bulge mass (Rusli et al. 2010).
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Nowak et al. 2008
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SINFONI
BH team

no disks, no nuclei in this diagram

extreme but reliable
outliers in $"#-LK ...
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SINFONI
BH team

no disks, no nuclei in this diagram

... are not outliers in MBH-# !

lg MBH = 4.4 lg ! - 1.8
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Conclusions
• Black Holes do not correlate with Dark Halo circular velocity.
• Black Holes do not correlate with disk luminosity or disk mass.
• Black Holes correlate only weakly or not at all with pseudo-bulges.
• The evidence that barred galaxies fall below MBH-# is contradictory.
• Black Holes correlate best with classical bulges and ellipticals.
• These observations indicate that black hole formation/growth is driven
by baryonic physics and is most efficient in violent mergers.

• It is suggested that there exist two modes of BH growth:
(Kormendy, Bender & Cornell 2011, see also Greene, Ho & Barth 2008, Orban de Xivry 2011...)

=> rapid BH growth in global mergers, likely accompanied by Quasar-like
activity, leads to coevolution of bulges and BHs.
=> secular (and intrinsically) driven BH growth in disk galaxies, likely
accompanied by Seyfert-type activity, does not lead to co-evolution.

• The scatter of the MBH-LK,bulge (and MBH-Mbulge) relation is larger than
of the MBH-# relation, which is about 0.3 dex.

• In general, MBH-# still seems to be the most useful predictor for MBH.

